The class of GOR grammars admits e-rules and includes a grammar for every deterministic language. Its simple decision procedure yields pairs of problematic phrases, if the grammar is not GOR, or tables used to drive a deterministic pushdown parser very rapidly. The parsing algorithm, based on one of Domolki, takes advantage of the architecture of binary computers by computing state transitions quickly with logical operations. These computations can be used by a pre-processor to compute an actual state transition table, if desired. This extension yields a still faster parser which can be abandoned temporarily by reverting to the state computing algorithm at any time, if the original grammar and relations need to be modified.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the approach to definition of ALGOL 60 as the language of a context free grammar, the mechanization of parser-building for subsets of the context free grammars has become a valuable tool for compiler writing. This tool, itself, has been formalized by the definition of tranducers [12] as a useful extension of the classic theoretic models of automata which can only accept or reject input strings.
Classes of grammars (hereafter we presume context-free) have been defined with three attributes: membership is decidable, every member grammar is unambiguous, and there is an algorithm to build a practical parser. Because ambiguity for a general context free grammar is undecidable, the membership problem acts as a semidecision procedure to screen out the undesirable ambiguous grammars. More important, the automatically generated parser reduces the problem of interpreting the language to the semantic pieces associated with each production in the syntax.
Because it is guaranteed to operate in linear time (proportional to the length of the sentences), the deterministic push-down acceptor [7, 9] has become a popular frame on which to build parsers. We discuss herein only bottom-up parsers, which parse a sentence by deriving, in reverse order, successive rightmost sentential forms. At any point during the process the push-down store contains information derived from the initial segment of a rightmost sentential form including all nonterminals. On the unread input tape are terminal characters and the end of the leftmost reducible phrase. The parser must locate the next handle and reduce it so that the top of the push-down store describes the prefix of the next rightmost sentential form. The information necessary for this action must be available within the top few symbols on the stack, and from inspection of the next few terminal symbols (or end markers) beyond the proposed handle. If the parser is successful, the start symbol is the last sentential form derived. Below we shall informally relate the generalized overlap resolvable (GOR) grammars to other published classes of grammars on the basis the decisions of handle identification in such an environment. Except for precedence parsers, all classes mentioned below, including GOR, have parsers which stack more information than a single character.
With a GOR grammar, a handle (including possibly an empty handle) is identified by matching the right side of a production character for character, by ascertaining that the proposed handle is preceded by a character from a set of admissible predecessors, and that it is followed by one from a set of admissible successor characters. The sets of predecessors and successors for a production are mutually independent and based only upon the left-hand-side of the production.
We contrast this power with that of Bounded Right Context (BRC) parser. (By Floyd's definition [6] we are here discussing BRC (1, 1) .) Under that structure a handle is also identified by a character-for character match with the right side of a production plus a context check of one character left and right. However, these two context characters must together match one of the pairs associated with that production. These pairs need not form the complete Cartesian products of the set of left context characters and set of right context characters, as is implied by the GOR context.
In an LR(1) parser [11] all information to the left of a handle, within the handle itself, and for one character beyond is available to identify a handle. The information is carried to the top of the push-down-store by providing an elaborate state transition table, which is simplified considerably in the SLR(1) parser [4] . In that algorithm the one character to the right of a proposed handle must only be in the set of permissible right context characters for the production being reduced--independently of what occurs to the left. This test is very similar to the right compatibility check of GOR.
In the precedence schemes a reducible phrase is located, without any character matching, by binary relations defined over the vocabulary. Under invertible simple precedence (ISP) [16] the phrase is isolated by such relations, and a character-forcharacter scan of the handle can identify the production because all right-hand-sides WiSE are unique. Although the right end of the leftmost reducible phrase is delimited by weak precedence relations (WP) [10] , the character scan of it is required to identify its left end, and the production to be reduced, for all right-sides are unique. Under simple mixed strategy precedence (SMSP) [1] identical right-sides are admitted into WP if they can be distinguished by one context character to the left of the handle in question The test applied for that case is the same as the left check which is always made by an overlap resolvable parser, and so SMSP is the closest of the classes of precedence grammars to GOR.
The discussion above is necessarily sketchy. It says nothing of the decision procedure to see if a grammar is in the class or of the action of the parser on sentences not in the language of the grammar being parsed (i.e., error detection). Moreover, many of the parsers can handle grammars which are not in the class with which they are associated. However, the description should intuitively fit GOR into its place with respect to other grammar classes which we shall discuss later more formally. In particular, the set of GOR grammars contains (properly) the sets of precedence grammars, and is contained in the set of BRC, and hence the set of LR(1) grammars. The difficulty of implementing the GOR decision procedure and parser reflects this containment-more difficult than precedence but easier than the others.
The GOR class of grammars is an extension of Lynch's Overlap Resolvable [13] grammars to allow E-rules (empty right sides). The parser is based on a "bit smashing" algorithm of Domolki [5] which is improved by halving its running time and decreasing space required. Further observations on its behavior make it a flexible state-transition parser.
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
Lower case Roman letter denote integers and characters in a vocabulary. The letters early in the alphabet (a, b, c, e) denote terminal symbols; the intermediate letters (h, i, j,..., n) denote indices or integers; the last letters denote arbitrary or nonterminal symbols.
Upper case Roman letters refer to sets and matrices. Lower case Greek letters will be used for strings and relations. The relations we shall define are c~, 8, A, and p; since these are defined over characters there will be no confusion with other strings; all other Greek letters denote strings. Of special importance is E, which denotes the empty string. For the empty set we use ~.
For a set of characters V, called a vocabulary, the set of all strings over V will be denoted V*, and V + will denote all of V* but E. If ~: and ~ are strings then the length of ~ will be denoted ] ~ I and the concatenation of When we deal with binary relations we will use the infix notation. If x or y denotes an undefined expression then xpy is always false (due to an undefined operand). If there is some z such that xpz and zpy then we may write xppy or xp2y. Extending this notation, the transitive closure of p is denoted p+ and the reflexive and transitive closure by p*. We shall denote the inverse of a relation p by pr : xpy iff yprx. This notation is suggestive of the Boolean matrix which represents the inverse of p; it is the transpose of the matrix for p.
A context free grammar is a quadruple G = (VN, VT, s, P) where Vu is a set of nonterminal characters; V r is a set of terminal characters;
VNn VT= ~; V= V,,u VT;
V is the vocabulary of G; s r V is the start symbol of G;
We shall often write a production (y, ~:) asy =~ ~:. The =~ relation is defined below but it will be seen that (y, ~:) ~ P implies y ~ e. In this example, y is a left part and ~: is a right part or phrase.
We index P by 1 ~< n ~ I P I; (Y,~, ~:n) is the n-th production; se,~ the n-th right part; Yn the n-th left part. The left and right endmarkers, ~--and ---~, not in V, are introduced by an implicit 0-th right part: ~:0 = ~--s-m. A notation to describe the individual characters in any phrase is r = z.az~, 2 ... Z.,l~.l defined by z.,j --[]: [~.]] : 1.
If ~ = E we call (y~, ~) ~ P an E-rule. If I ~ ] = i we call (y,~, ~) an i-production. 
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We now define a special meaning for -+ which is motivated by the possibility of c-rules: ~ --~ ~ iff the definition for ~ above holds with ~: # c. We say ~ ~rt(r iff the above for ~ holds, and q~ ~ (Vr u {---q})*. By applying the + + notation for transitive closures of relations we get ~, ~, =~rt, etc. With these "arrow" relations we can easily describe rightmost derivations: s ~rt a andc-free derivations:
~..
The set of rightmost sententialforms of G, denoted SF(G), is{a ~ V* I s ~rt (r}. The language defined by G, L(G), is SF(G) n Vr*. We shall assume G is reduced, that is, Vy ~ VN (3~ ~ Vr*(y + ~)) and Vz ~ V(3a ~ SF(G)(z ~ or)).
We can derive three relations from P; a, A, and p which are read "adjacent to", "left derives", and "right derived from" respectively [2] : the right column below diagrams the definitions.
UO~2)
iff 30~n~lPl(S1 ~i<[5.11 (u ~-2;n. i A ~U = Zn.i+l) ). These definitions allow a concise definition [16, 19] of invertible simple precedence (ISP): A grammar G is ISP if G has no E-rules, all phrases in G are unique, and the relations a, aA +, and p+ah* defined on G are disjoint. Because we allow c-rules, there will be need to apply similar relations across substrings which disappear (*~ c). 
III. GOR ANn OTHER GRAMMAR CLASSES
The definition of GOR grammars below is really a decision procedure. Once the relations aA*, (~h*) r ah*, fl~.r,/~A.r, and/~/~r have been computed, productions can be easily tested pairwise to locate each overlap, classify it, and check that the appropriate relations imply it is resolvable.
Suppose two phrases have a substring in common. When this substring occurs in a sentential form, a parser (under our model) must be able to choose to which of the two phrases the substring belongs, as the end of either phrase occurs. The obvious example is the case where two phrases are identical. We shall give some example diagrams of "overlap" and then define them formally. 
The last example is not an example of an overlap because the common substring of an overlap must extend to the extreme of one phrase.
We define h to be the maximum phrase length, for any grammar G = (Vu, V r , s, P): The definition first says that substrings of ~, and ~:,, are identical. The four numbered predicates restrict the way in which the phrases ~:,, and ~:~ are aligned; then it is the "lapping" substring which must match. This definition is not symmetric in m and n. The only way that ~o can be part of an overlap is in (0, n, 2) where ~:n = e, a condition 3 overlap which is designated condition 3a. These "e-overlaps" will be treated specially in the definition of right resolvability below.
The pictorial meaning of the definition of overlap is that lining up ~:m and ~:~ so that the last i characters of ~,,~ extend to the right of ~n (see Fig. 1 .) causes the "overlapping" characters to match. The four disjunets (numbered) in the definition of overlap will be known as conditions 1-4 and are elaborated in Fig. 2 . It should be noted that for condition 1, 2, and 3 triples, the first conjunct (unumbered) in the The essential problem with an overlap is the following dilemma: To which of ~:~ or ~:~ does a particular sequence of characters, which may occur in a sentential form and which is common to both (the "overlapping" characters) belong ? If the dilemma can always be resolved from the knowledge of one character to the right or one to the left of the common sequence, then a choice is always possible after the string is completely read. . In order to resolve overlaps we shall make use of this fact.
A triple is even left iff I em I ----I r I + i and even right iff i -=--0. As elaborated in If an overlap is uneven left, then it is resolvable if the aA* relation does not hold in a form which would allow the last character in the "overhang to the left" to precede the handle in a rightmost derivation. If the overlap is even left, then it is resolvable if the sets of those allowable preceding characters for the two left parts are disjoint. This definition applies for all triples; so we may speak of left resolvability even when the triple is not an overlap. In practice, we are only interested in overlaps however. Recall that relations on undefined operands are defined to be false; this convention will always apply to at least two of the three disjuncts in the above definition.
The concept of right resolvability is derived in a similar fashion from the situation zfl 1 :[~o]. However, since e-rules may occur (as yet unrecognized) to the right of the handle, uneven right overlaps are resolved in a complicated way. Define a predicate:
The interpretation of this predicate will be understood from the illustration of the overlap (m, n, i) in Fig. 3 and observing it is false unless 0 ~<j ~< i. The character of . Since x is not always a member of V r we must allow for xh*a c V r and zfla.
Recall that fl is defined on V~ • Vr, which is consistent with the use of fl here.
When i = j, x is undefined. This indicates an even-right triple whose resolvability will hinge upon yn~ry~. For any one triple (m, n, i) we shall check R(m, n, i, j) for all j, 0 ~j ~ i, because the various substrings of ~m following the match with ~ may each have potential to disappear in a sentential form, with the exception sen = E. In the case ~:m :~ E -----~n, any overlap is uneven right (and uneven left). There is no need to consider local effects of E-rules on the right in this case. If they cause a problem, it will show up as an unresolvable condition la overlap on the n-th production. For condition 3 overlaps, right resolvability is restricted to ignore such effects. DEFINITION [13] . A grammar is overlap resolvable (OR) if it is GOR and has no E-rules.
If a particular grammar has no E-rules, the OR test and parser can be greatly simplified from the GOR requirements. We can ignore condition la and 3 overlaps, replace/~ and ~ by/3 and h everywhere, and collapse the definition of right resolvability of (m, n, i) to ~R(m, n, i, 0). However, if c-rules are included, condition 3 overlaps occur "everywhere" because of the vacuous phrase match. This means that the aA* and/~ relations on the left-parts of such rules ought to be seldom true. If not, the likelihood that the grammar is GOR is severely reduced. While e-rules are useful when there are specific semantic requiremants, one must be aware that one c-rule may generate many unresolvable overlaps.
It should now be clear that every instance in which two phrases have a (nonempty) extreme substring in common has been described by an overlap. Perhaps it is not so clear why triples (m, n, 0) and m, n, t ~m I) are excluded from being overlaps when ~n ----9 @ ~,,~ 9 If these triples are unresolvable, either there is another overlap which is unresolvable, or the parser makes the right choice anyway. The parsing algorithm will always choose to reduce a non-e-rule before reducing an e-rule. If (m, n, 0) is unresolvable and there is a sentential form in which ~n = E should be reduced rather than ~:~ as chosen, then there will be an unresolvable condition 4 overlap wise (k, m, i) for which zk.1e, l_i+lh*y,,. Similarly, if (m, n, [ ~:, [) is an unresolvable triple, then there is an unresolvable condition 3 overlap (k, n, i) where zk.tr m . In such cases k, i are easily found by diagramming the rightmost sentential form in question or by diagramming the left unresolvability of the triple. In the latter case one quickly finds the motivation for allowing condition 3a overlaps, because it is possible that k ~-0.
Similarly the special treatment of condition 3 overlaps in defining right resolvability, and the restriction of/~ from the domain VN • VN are motivated by E-rules. Were these constraints not imposed, any useful e-rule would deny a grammar of the GOR property; under those conditions if y,~ :~ E, and some zm.jA*y~ for j > 1 then (m, n, [ r [ --j) would be an unresolvable condition 3 overlap.
With set definitions relating to overlaps set, the definitons of precedence grammars are simplified. We have stated the definition of ISP already to illustrate the c~, A, and p relations.
A grammar G is weak precedence (WP) [10] if G has no e-rules, the relations c~h* and p+aA* are disjoint, G has no condition 1 overlaps, and every condition 2 overlap (m, n, i) satisfies ---Tzm,l~,,l_ip *o~ *y~ 9
A grammar G is simple mixed strategy precedence (SMSP) [1] if G is WP, but with left resolvable condition 1 overlaps permitted.
These definitions are the same as stated in the references cited although expressed in the terminology of overlaps. It is clear from these definitions that every ISP grammar is WP and every WP grammar is SMSP; these subset relations are proper [1] . THEOREM 1. The SMSP grammars form h proper subset of the set of OR grammars.
Proof. From the definition of SMSP, all condition 1 overlaps are resolvable on the left. All condition 2 overlaps are resolvable of the left because of the WP definition. Without E-rules there can be no condition 3 overlaps and the disjointness of ah* and p+~A* insure all condition 4 overlaps are resolvable on the right. Hence every SMSP grammar is OR. The grammar described by the --+ relation below is OR but not SMSP.
Note that ap+aA*b and aah*b and that the only overlap (1, 3, 1) is resolvable on the left. Of course, an E-rule in G 1 would have violated SMSP also. |
In some case there are grammars for which the parser works quite well which are not members of the associated grammar class. (In the definition of RP grammars and Theorem 2 below, we distinguish the GOR grammars from these for which the parser works.) We next consider the BRC, SLR (1) , and LR(1) classes of grammars [6, 4, 11] . These classes are defined by the existence of an operable parsing algorithm. Their decision procedures amount to a successful parser construction, so that the associated parsers can only work for a grammar in that class. Consequently, the definitions of the grammar class is more complex and will not be repeated here. However, following the pattern of definition for LR(k) given in [9, Chap. 12] we define the RP grammars, which form a superset of the GOR grammars, for which the parsers to be proposed work. This class is intended to be descriptive, not useful. On the basis of computational efficiency, one would do better building an SLR(1) parser rather than testing for the RP property. The definition of RP gives us sufficient condition to identify the phrase ~: within a rightmost sentential form which is the result of the single rule applied in deriving it from another sentential form. That phrase is often called the handle of the sentential form. The process of replacing that handle by the recognized left part y in the definition above, is called reduction. A parse can be described as a sequential identification of all reductions made in backwards-right-deriving a sentence to the start symbol. 
IV. GOR GENERATES THE DETERMINISTIC LANGUAGES
Because every GOR grammar is LR(1) we know that every language with a GOR grammar is a deterministic language by a theorem of Knuth [11] . It is shown below that every deterministic language has a GOR grammar. Aho, Denning, and Ullman [1] independently showed that every deterministic language has an SMSP grammar. Their result follows from one of Graham [18] and easily follows from the construction below.
Define a pushdown automaton (pda) [9] to be a seven-tuple (K, 27, _P, 3, qo, zo, F), where (1) K, 27, and _P are finite sets of states, input symbols and tape symbols, respectively;
(2) F C K is the set of final states;
(3) q0 ~K is the initial state;
(4) z o e/" is the initial contents of the pushdown; for p, qeKU{e}, y,z~F, aEZ.
(2) e is a distinguished final state which erases all stack characters and is never left once entered:
for all z c F;
is undefined for all a ~ Z. The last rule generated is a 1-production used to carry context. These rule formats are really very simple: note that every right hand side of a 3-production has the pattern or or Also, every (0;, ;,)(1 ;, ;,)(2;, ;,);
(;y, z;,)(;y, z;,)(;y, z;,);
(;, ;P, q)(;, ;q, rx)(;, ;q, r2). Proof. The proof is given in detail in [17] . Note that G' has only condition 1 or condition 3 overlaps. The condition 1 overlaps will always be resolvable on the left. When a condition 3 overlap (m, n, i) is not left resolvable, the E-rule concerned, Yn =~ E, will arise from a definition of 8 involving state e as given in Lemma I. Part 4 of lemma l indicates the only right context for this y~ is -~ while [~m] :i ~ ~c VT+. ! Define G" from G' by performing the standard algorithm to remove E-rules from context free grammars [9] : if ~:n has i "disappearing" nonterminals in G', repeat the nth rule 2 i times with the disappearing nonterminals in the right part omitted in all possible combinations. Omit all E-rules from the results and reduce to get G".
Proof. In G" we have condition 1 overlaps exactly as in G'. Condition 3 overlaps are impossible but condition 4b overlaps arise between rules in G' and their images added in G" without left parts of ~-rules. If these new overlaps are not resolvable on the left, then the only allowable right context for the shorter rules is --q. Right resolvability follows. II THEOREM 5. G" is SMSP.
Outline of proof. In G, p+aA* and aA* are clearly disjoint: y = (2;, ;,) ory ~ Vr are the only characters p related to anything, but such y are a related to nothing. In G" we could have yp+z where y = (0;, ;,) if yax ~ V we are caught by part 4 of Lemma 1 again. It can only be that z ~-s and yp+aA*---q. Since there are no condition 2 overlaps and condition 1 overlaps are left resolvable, G" is SMSP. II COROLLARY. The set of deterministic languages is the same as the GOR languages. But for the empty sentence, it is the same as the set of OR languages which is the same as the set of SMSP languages.
We recall in passing the known fact that ISP or WP grammars do not generate all those languages [19] .
V. THE PARSING ALGORITHM
The example which we shall follow through this section is a representative of the classic algorithms for arithmetic expressions. If we test to see if G~ is GOR, we find the relations displayed in Fig. 5 [5] has proposed an algorithm which uses the logical operations of "and", "or", "shift" and "jump on zero" on a binary computer to keep track of a phrase match with a bit matrix. Each nonzero bit, by its position, indicates that a match has been successful up to that point. These S (for stack) matrices are placed on a pushdown store. The power of his algorithm comes from the fact that logical operations, operating on entire computer words, can compute new S matrices in parallel because these matrices are packed into about h 9 ] P l/b words, where b denotes the bits per word on the computer in question. Domolki's bit matrices are one-dimensional. Lynch [14] restructures the S matrix into a h • ] P [ rectangular matrix, where the I P[ dimension indexes across bits in a computer word. A phrase match is indicated by a 1 bit marching down the column associated with the rule in question. Although more space is needed for each S then in Domolki's formulation, the exact rule is more easily identified, when any bit appears in the bottom row. A floating point "normalize" operation easily locates the 1 bit within a row (computer word) yielding the index of the rule recognized.
It is that algorithm which is restructured below to run twice as fast and to handle ~-rules. Note that each phrase is padded to length h with e ~ V on the left; Lynch pads on the right. Let Three Boolean matrices are defined with the index 1 ~< n ~< I P [ traversing the bits within a few computer words, which together make one row. This allows maximal parallelism using the "and", "or", "zero jump", and "normalize" commands usually available. Let w be the first character on the input stream which we peek at but do not remove. Set
L~.n=l iff j---

T,~ := Lh.n A Me_,h,,~ A Rw,n for 1 <~ n ~ l P I.
If any T n = 1 go to 8. Note that the plane of M indexed by ~-is not used after this initialization.
(2) Set i := i -}-1 stacking Si_ 1 (and x if desired). Read x from the input stream. If x = --~ then quit indicating an unsuccessful parse. Let w refer to the following character of input which we peek at but do not remove. Go to 4.
(3) Ifx = s quit withi = 1.
(4) Compute for 1 ~ n ~< I P I
T. := Si_l,h_l, n h mx,h, n A Rw, n
If, for all n, Tn = 0 go to 6. Outline of Proof. That T v~ 0 indicates a handle is a result of constructing a predicate for the meaning of S. We still must show that we eventually find every handle. The only way that some handle would never be completely read (and therefore recognized, by the interpretation of S) is that the parser loops recognizing E-rules, so that the input beyond some point is never reached. This situation cannot happen in any sentence; the proof involves a reduction of cases yielding unresolvable overlaps on an E-rule if such E-rule is recognized infinitely often in some sentential form. and Algorithm 1 can parse program-like input in better than one-half the time of Lynch's ICOR parser [14] . By program-like we mean that the grammar is constructed so that the average phrase to be recognized is of length 4 or less. This is a very loose criterion: we are not speaking of the mean phrase length in practical grammars, but whether the long phrases are popular with those who create the input. The padding of e on the left of the phrases in the definitions associated with Algorithm 4 (rather than on the right as is Lynch's) results in phrase matches for all productions ending in what would be the Si.h, , row, so that there is one less operation (on another bit in Si) in the computation elements within an Si matrix. This also makes the expression for T independent of Si ; only Si_ 1 is needed. Most of the time is spent in computing the S matrices and this is where the saving is:
(1) Since T can be computed before Si, we save the computation associated with one S matrix (the last) for every non-E phrase parsed. For a program-like input we have a 3/4 factor of improvement or better.
(2) In each computation of an element of S we save one logical operation (and indexing on one operand). Depending on the structure of the hardware we can improve by another factor of 2/3.
Hence we can expect a 50 % or more time improvement, depending on the input and the machine.
Notice that the power of Algorithm 1 lies in the fact that computation occurs in parallel with respect to n, except at steps 5 and 8 which are only executed when a recognition is certain to occur. A sacrifice of this parallelism can yield an SLR (1) parser [17, Algorithm 5] .
With an understanding of the basic algorithm, there are many modifications which are possible. Some are trivial and should be considered essential to efficient any implementation. Others require some restructuring of the grammar input, or result in a change in parser behavior. These could be valuable or useless depending on the application. Seven alterations are listed below.
(1) It is important to notice that adding (or deleting) a rule requires (or saves) one more bit in every row of every bit matrix. For an arbitrary grammar G = (V~, VT, S, P), unless ] P I is an exact multiple of the word size, total space requirements for the bit matrices will not change. In the rare case that I P] is a multiple of word size, however, adding another rule requires an entire word to be added to every row, of which all but one of the bits are not used.
Decreasing the maximal phrase length (defined before as h), however, is an action which saves many rows in M, L, and every S matrix. If there are only a few long phrases, it may be very easy to split them by adding new productions (increasing [ P I) whose left parts are new nonterminals in the vocabulary. Of course new overlaps may be introduced, so we must be sure they are resolvable. Therefore, an interactive facility would ease testing hand-made splits.
(2) Let us order the set of productions; so far P has been treated as an unordered set. used. Therefore, these wasted bits are gathered to the upper right corner of S by this ordering.
In particular, all e-rules, if any, are pushed to the right, indexed by the highest indices. Let q be such that ~:, vL e for 1 ~ n ~ q and ~:~ = e for q < n ~ ] P [. Then the S matrices need only be defined for 1 ~ n ~ q rather than 1 ~ n ~ I P]. Since ~-rules are only referenced in steps 7 and 8 of Algorithm 1, we can restrict the limits on n to i ~ q ~ n at the steps where non-e-rules are considered and restrict n to q < n ~ ] P[ at steps 7 and 8. For G~ q = 9.
Indexing bits in a row by 1 < n ~ [ P I it is appropriate that a word boundary not be crossed unnecessarily. If the space allocation leaves unused bits in every row, these can be inserted between the bits used for the q-th and (q + 1)-th production to push all the e-rule bits together in the minimal number of words. Then at step 8 when a bit appears in the T vector, the number of the e-rule parsed is derived from the bit location by a constant displacement according to the number of unused bits inserted. As any S is computed with the formula S := (L v S) ^ M at step 6 in the algorithm, we need only check if x, being processed, is in Vs. If it is not the new S matrix is not stacked. A corresponding modification of the algorithm occurs whenever a phrase is recognized and reduced. Instead of popping the stack l ~:n I --1 characters when ~:n is recognized at step 5, the amount to be popped is appropriately based on the number of characters of V s which occur in ~n-Since these lengths can be adjusted before run time, the effective modification to Algorithm 1 is a test for 11 < x ~< l 3 and appropriate computation of S and T depending on the result.
When this modification is applied, we have the equivalent of a technique of DeRemer [4] . If we think of the S matrices as the states of a dpda, and the algorithm as a way of computing state transitions, then the states (S matrices) entered via x ~ V s are DeRemer's states which do not stack their own names.
The space savings in a condensed stack allowed by such a simple test can be considerable. In parsing G 3 most S matrices need not be stacked, as indicated in the example of Fig. 7 .
(4) In [17, Appendix II] 1-productions are shown to be very useful for carrying context from more than one character to the left of a handle. Other 1-productions can be a nuisance.
With G~, which is representative of the classic grammars for arithmetic expressions, we have derivation such as e ~ t-+f---~p--~ a which give no more information for a compiler than the fact e _2~ a. In the original statement of Domolki's algorithm [5] , these productions were handled implicity by additions to M. We shall define M for Algorithm 1 (withj > h --[ ~:~ I) in terms of M, already known: = V ^ y a, x).
ue VNU {s}
If M is used in place of M, the effect is to allow x to match a requird z in a phrase when z -* x. Domolki then removed all one-productions: this was alIowable since his parser could backtrack to recover if such a presumption proved to be improper. Because our parser is deterministic, we are not completely free to ignore 1-productions. Figure 6 illustrates M for some of the productions of G~. If no 1-productions are removed, the algorithm operates correctly with M replacing M. However, it is possible that n, such that T~ = 1, is not always unique. But each n({rn =/= e) identifies a proper recognition. The appropriate one to choose is the one for which [ sen I > 1 or y, --+Ym for all Tm = 1. If any other reduction were chosen the parser would loop, parsing 1-productions until the described parse was reached. The choice of n is easy if P is ordered by V as in point 2 above. The method of choosing n is then consistant with our earlier rule: find the smallest n such that Tn = 1 using, for example, a floating point normalize instruction to find the first T bit set. Note that if we use M not every application of a 1-production is recognized.
The next step is to remove as many 1-productions as possible thus decreasing P.
As noted in point 1 above, lots of productions might have to be removed before we save any space. Two problems constrain the choice of 1-productions which are removable. First, some 1-productions could have semantic meaning to the compiler (for instance an implicit change from type integer to type floating point). Secondly some 1-productions may be required to preserve the GOR property. Lynch notes this problem [14] ; in his scheme certain 1-productions are flagged to be saved when the grammar is built. Below is a theorem to find that class of 1-productions he flags. Only the class with semantic meaning must be noted by the person creating the source grammar as essential, once the theorem is implemented. Then 1-production (yj , ~j) can be removed from indexing the matrices for Algorithm 1, and G can still be parsed. The parsing is done by Algorithm 1 using M defined from G and L modified to include any new o~ relations presumed by the predicate (yj~z D ~jaz) above.
Proof. Construct a set of productions P' from G by replacing every occurrence of y~ by ~5 and removing the 1-production yj ~ ~:~. Because ~ ~ V r possibly, and y~ could be the left part of another production, P' may not describe a formal grammar. Ignoring that momentarily, apply the tests for overlap resolvability to P'. If the definition would apply to P' then Algorithm 1 could parse any sentence a 6L(G) according to P'.
Assuming that we have run the decision procedure for the GOR property on G, what additional computations must be made to decide if P' is GOR ? To answer this we observe the implicit validity of the following in G.
Vz # yj (zl~,~*ryj in G iff z/~A*r~j in P'); similarly/~A *r.
If we add the constraint to G that
Vz e V (y~z 3 6~z),
then it is also true that Vz e V (y~A*z 3 ~A*z).
Then to test P' for the GOR property we need only test all overlaps introduced by the "matching" of ~:j and yj. These overlaps are triples in G which do not match only because ~:~ @ yj.. The relations to test resolvability can be exactly those which hold in G because of the equivalence established by predicates above, with the additional constraint noted. | Note that Theorem 8 applies to productions 6, 7, 8, 9 of G 3 in succession. Production 5 must remain because its left-part is the sentence prototype which stops the parse. That is why those four productions are omitted from Figs. 6 and 7 .
The resolvable triples, newly treated as overlaps, are listed: Of course, if the above technique is used (y~, ~) will never be recognized explicitly, and hence such recognition cannot be used to trigger semantic actions.
(5) Algorithm 1 has been designed to check independent context one character to the left and right. Lynch stated his algorithm in a form which allowed inspection further to either side of the proposed phrase: ICOR(m, n) checks context m characters to the left and n to the right [14] . This idea is easily worked into Algorithm 1 by using (~A.)k, flk for k ~ m and k ~ n, respectively, to expand the matrices. Hext and Roberts [8] have independently applied this technique for extending context to the right to refine Domolki's algorithm.
(6) An input not in L(G) is detected at step 2 of Algorithm 1. The error might be detected earlier if every S matrix is tested, as it is computed, to make sure there is a 'one' bit somewhere. A disjunction of all rows is easily tested; this can also be done in parallel with respect to n. Note that the error may not be detected until well after the point an LR(O) parser would detect it.
(7) Finally we make a simple observation on Algorithm 1 for OR grammars. Steps 7 and 8, which only provide for c-rules, can be replaced by "Go to 2." Rows of L for j = h can be eliminated. Figure 7 gives an example of the behavior of Algorithm 1 with these modifications. The input sentence being parsed is
--a t ( ) ~ (a (~) a) ~L(G4).
Of course we presume ---q is suffixed to it. The figure does not show right compatability checks. Values of x are indicated by the character from the vocabulary; when x is a terminal, the input stream has been advanced. Because we have used 21//and Theorem 9, rules 5-9 are not recognized. Since rule 10 is an ~-rule, these S matrices, indexed across by P, need only provide for the first five rules of G 3 .
This example serves well to demonstrate that an abbreviated parse, after pruning 1-productions with Theorem 8, does not fully describe the sentence. The sentence --a ~ (()@ a)I' a generates the same recognitions in the same order as those in Fig. 7 . Obviously, in a practical application there will be more information put on the stack, and more output when a rule is recognized, than in this example.
Algorithm 2.
We shall now describe a step by step parser builder, in general terms, which implements the concepts developed here. Some steps are optional, but all recommended for an efficient result.
(I) Read in a grammar G which has all semantically essential 1-productions flagged.
(2) Reduce G and in the process find all y ~ E and the relation x +-* y defined over VN • V for use in steps 3 and 9.
(3) Order P by ~ as in point 2 of the previous discussion.
(4) Construct the ~ relation and then compute Vs and order V as in point 3 above. Find adjusted length of every phrase according to Vs. (5) Construct the matrix fl and save it for step 9. Construct ~A*, (~A*)raA *, /~,~.r,/~A.r, and/~flr. If G has no c-rules, the computations can be greatly abbreviated. For each of the two "left" matrices, ~A* and (~A*)raA *, set up a 'ghost' matrix with exactly the same dimensions, but initially all zero.
(6) Starting with i ~-1 thru ] P I, scan sei against all sej s.t. j > i and locate all overlaps. As each overlap is found, check appropriate matrix for right resolvability. If this fails, check left resolvability, and place a '1' in the 'ghost' matrix of the appropriate left matrix where a '0' was found yielding the overlap resolvable on the left. These 'ghost' entries act as reservations to prevent us from changing any of those entries to one later. When we apply Theorem 8 at the next step we attempt to decrease P, at the risk of increasing the number of valid ~A* relations. The 'ghost' matrices will allow us to check quickly if any former resolvability is to be destroyed. Because right resolvability is not threatened by Theorem 8 we need no such 'ghost' matrices. Moreover, we check right resolvability first, even though it is a more difficult test, so that the left test 'ghost' matrices remain as sparse as possible.
If any overlaps are found to be unresolvable, they are listed and the algorithm stops after this step. (7) If all overlaps are resolvable then remove possible unflagged 1-production S from I P J by applying Theorem 8 to appropriate rules. Look for new overlaps on every production in which the one-character phrase was replaced by the left part of the l-production in question. Treat as in step 6. Finally, introduce the new ~ relation and recompute the ~A* and (~A*)r~A * matrices. If the intersection of these with their 'ghosts' are all zero Theorem 8 applies and the 1-production can be removed. If not, restore both matrices and their ghosts to their former configurations, and try another 1-production until no more changes can be made. At this point we have all we need to run Algorithm 1. However, we can go one step further.
(10) Starting from the initial S o matrix compute all possible S matrices. All before which has already been computed, or a new S matrix which is added to the list.
In this way a transition table among the S matrices is built up. When a parse of (y~, ~:~) is detected from some S matrix, y~ is passed against all the S matrices which transfer to the S in question by some sequence of I ~:n ] --I transitions. (Alternatively, all of Vn can be passed against every S matrix.) Finally, each S matrix which has no eventual transition to some parse indication is treated as an error matrix.
The result of all this is a set of 'useful' S matrices. From S~ and x, a transition table can determine which rule might be parsed, or which S~. matrix is to be entered and whether or not to stack it depending on x (cf. point 3 above). With each parse we can associate a table entry giving the left-part, and the number of S matrices to remove from the stack (taking into account the number of characters of Vs in the phrase being recognized).
The calculation yields a state transition parser. Rather than taking an entire S matrix and computing the next action, we can use the state number (index of that matrix) and the transition table to find out what to do next. This state transition version of Algorithm 1 is most similar to DeRemer's parsers. Like DeRemer's SLR (1) and similar LR parsers, this scheme requires an elaborate computation to compute the state table, but is very efficient and compact at parse time. Figure 8 gives the result of step 10 of Algorithm 2 for G 3 , using all productions and M as originally defined. This state transition parser has eight intermediate states, indicated by the S matrices beyond the initial stack symbol. There are nine distinct parse states (circular nodes) for non-E-rules, which are entered whenever right compatibility permits; the R matrix is a companion to this state transition parser. The E-rule does not have its own parse state. It is recognized from a state corresponding to an S matrix because whenever an E-rule is parsed the stack must grow by stacking that matrix. Note that only some of the S matrices are stacked, the others are temporary. Whether a state is to be stacked or not need not be recorded. That information is implicit in the index of the character by which the state is entered when V has been indexed to isolate Vs 9 VI. EXTENSIONS Suppose a parser has been constructed by Algorithm 2, and then the grammar is altered. If production n is deleted it is easy to ignore future recognitions of that rule; setLj,~ = 0. Even if a production is added the parser can be altered without repeating all of Algorithm 2 if appropriate matrices are available from its first application. To make sure that the amended grammar is GOR we need only test all overlaps on the new rule, and be sure that resolvability of old overlaps is not altered. If the 'ghost' matrices are kept on all five matrices in step 6 of Algorithm 2, then the latter problem is solved if the recomputation of these five matrices, reflecting the new rule, yields no conflicts with the ghosts. Then these five new matrices are then used to test overlaps on the new rule. Assuming the amended grammar is GOR the tables for Algorithm 1 are easily altered.
Then Algorithm 1 is used as the parser until the alteration to the grammar is canceled when the former parser is recovered. The original parser may have been Algorithm 1. or a state transition version from Algorithm 2. Note that a state number is sufficient to recover the associated S matrix so that such a state transition parser can revert to Algorithm 1 at any time, as long as the stack contents of state numbers are translated to S matrices. For block-structured extendable languages like ALGOL 68 [15] more than the first state translation will not be necessary; the grammar alteration is cancelled just as the stack is restored to the situation in which the alteration occurred.
Moreover, we concievably could place references to successive altered parser tables, relations, and ghost matrices on the stack to permit repeated changes in block heads and allow recovery at the end of the blocks. All the while Algorithms I remains the basic procedure as long as GOR is maintained; only parameters change. The cost of repeated modifications, no doubt, is heavy.
The recovery from a state number back to the S matrix from which it was generated also might be useful when an error occurs. The S matrix contains explicit information about which characters were expected next by the parser: one of the 1 bits should have advanced down its column. Diagnostics can be computed directly from the S and M matrices saving specific error tables. Possibly the bit pattern might even suggest error recovery techniques.
VII. CONCLUSION
The GOR grammars lie between the precedence and LR groups of grammar classes. If a parser is needed for a static programming language with hand coded error recovery, the use of GOR parsers proposed here is not advised. One can be more efficient with a more powerful parser. If a parser is needed for a dynamic programming language, or in a classroom situation where grammar analysis is done repetitively, the efficient decision procedure of GOR can be very inexpensive and yield a parser, albeit large, with little effort.
The OR parsers have proven themselves useful tools in the classroom in compiler writing courses at the University of Wisconsin. Because the decision procedure does not submerge immediately into state tables, when the grammar is unsatisfacotory the student obtains intelligible messages. The unresolvable overlaps describe specific confusing phrases, and an analysis of the available intermediate relations on the vocabularly quickly produces the confusing context. The student can see why his grammar was rejected more easily because he has more diagnostics than a precedence parser-builder would give. Yet all computations are straightforward so that the program is not so expensive as long as he uses efficient algorithms on the binary matrices. If the language is deterministic, in most practical cases a few 1-productions inserted on the left context of unresolvable overlaps can make the grammar overlap resolvable. [17, Appendix II] Other results in [17] indicate the large storage requirements for the tables of these parsers. DeRemer's parsers [3] are much smaller and more powerful, but Algorithm ] will probably run as fast computing state transitions as his algorithms, which must look up more intermediate moves between reading or reducing. The time difference arises from taking advantage of the hardware architecture of binary computers.
The two open areas of research suggested by this work are to find effective modifications on Algorithm 1 to attempt error recovery, and to efficiently implement a language extension at parse time. It appears that the GOR system would lend itself to this latter problem: its decision procedure is easy to modify so extensions do not require recomputation, and the parser can be extended by straightforward table amendment.
